The following is a list of presentations delivered by speakers at the 2013 CE Microdata Users’ Workshop who were not affiliated with the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Citations for papers presented are updated periodically as CE staff find out that published versions are available.

Mehmet Zahid Samancioglu, University of Michigan, "Consumption in the Panel Study of Income Dynamics in Comparison to CE"; Interview Survey, day one


Atara Stephanie Oliver, University of Maryland – Baltimore County, “Technology and Transportation: Substitutes or Complements”; Interview Survey, day one

David Molina, University of North Texas, “Hispanic Consumers through a Sociological Lens”; Interview Survey, day one

Yiwei Zhang, University of Pennsylvania, The Wharton School, “Consumption Responses to Pay Frequency – Evidence from 'Extra' Paychecks”; Interview Survey, day two

Christine Dobridge, University of Pennsylvania, The Wharton School, "Payday Lending"; Interview Survey, day two

Aditya Aladangady, University of Michigan, "Household Balance Sheets and Monetary Policy Transmission"; Interview Survey, day two

Kimberly Burham, Investment Company Institute & Patrick Purcell, Social Security Administration, “Expenditures of the Aged Chartbook”; Interview Survey, day two

Nirupama Kulkari, University of California, Berkeley, “Recourse and Mortgage Debt Overhang”; Interview Survey, day three

Rejeana Gvillo, Texas A&M University, “Vending Expenditures”; Diary Survey, day three

Jiyoon Kim, University of Michigan, “Stimulus Payments and Expenditures”; Interview Survey, day three